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Friendship (Few Relation in

Earth which Never Defined)

Good friends are like white soul if we add any color in white soul it definitely

forms a new color. But mixing of all colors cannot form a white soul which is

absolute pure. Try to make better friends because good friends can make the

worst time to best for us. Always stand with you find such people, who are

able to see three things of your life? your pain, behind your smile, your love,

behind the angriness, asking reason for your silence. Really this word

friendship has great significant in our life, and this is very wonderful

relationship which never ends, if you want then, also it always remain in your

heart, like electrical circuit if they catch once, they never left until death, if

anyone come between them, they also become friend, (as electricity use to do

it will catch you but hold till death). Even friend are most important

ingredients in the recipe of life. So friend is neither created nor be destroy just

transform from one form to another form. It doesn’t matter your friend is

rich, poor, having status, either boy or girl. Which caste, which color, Creed,

religion, which Family, no any boundary and obstacles can stop two friends

because it is very beautiful gift to our life. Friends are considered as second

WIFE even you know why this great titled awarded to the friend? because they

are real owner of this word. You can share all things with your friends, but not

able to share everything to your wife, because you have lots of secret and

Puzzle in your life, which cannot be possible to share from wife, Friendship

means what? it means everything because this friendship can do anything for

you and even you can also do anything to them. You forget everything in this

friendship why? because it is just our next family just like our father mother.

Even in the worst condition they always support you, as god is not everywhere

so gifted with mother to look after us. Even mother is also not present

everywhere but friends is always with us from classroom 2 College, cinema hall

2 exam hall, they remain constant never changed and always support to you.

Friendship is beyond our imagination which is not possible to explain in this

page, as food, water is needed to survive life. Similarly, friend is also very



important to us for our survival at each and every stage of life, from childhood

friends, to old friend, this friends word and friend are present every time.

There is a famous quote “Making a million friends is not a Miracle, the

miracle is to make a friend who will stand by you when millions are against

you”. It means we had made millions of friends which is not a miracle only

one friend will stand with us why? I want to say quotation is not correct up to

100% why one friend I have believe and bonding so all my millions friends will

stand with me called as power of DOSTI ... even many things in our life, we

get experience due to friends only. They are responsible for a many things in

our life for first time, from addiction to tease anyone, movies in hall to night

out plan, and many more not able to explain the feeling of happiness and

enjoy with them. When you meet to your friends even after long period or

casually. Don’t know why you are very much curious to meet your friends,

even I also feel very awesome to meet my friends. You call or chat to your

friends amazing feeling, the time we spent with our friends in the classes of

college or schools, in the bench, we seat, we learn, we eat lunch together,

taking selfie, all are very wonderful moments of life, bunk the period, mask

bunk on Saturday, watching movies with girlfriend, either date with her, which

are always remain in our memory, never come back again in our life. So, we

should live our life with relief without any tension, live your life but in civilized

way, famous quote everything is fair in love and war but from, my concern we

can add everything is fair in friendship. Friendship is open relationship means

it can make your fun, IZZAT DOWN (id), take party, cry with you, when

breakup, smile with you, when patch-up. Best thing there is no any exam and

parameter to become a friend, anyone can become friend. Only bookish

knowledge is not enough to lead the life only help to earn money. Everything

has merits and demerits no one is perfect.

My humble request to all if you see your friend anywhere, then please talk

to them, it’s not matter how much rich or status you have, not feel any

embarrassment just you think he/she is my friend from school, in that time

my friend not seeing my status, then currently why? you think for status and

showoff. If you feel your friend is not reciprocating you, and feeling

uncomfortable with you, then you take any step either you not talk with them

or do anything which you want. But never assume early (SOCHO MAT

ITNA). Even some of friend having attitude sickness but as they grow they

learn become very simple in life.



“Friends Are So Frank Which

Always Makes Prank”

All friends having own important for us, they are playing their role never goes

on the ‘facial expression’, or ‘communication Skills’. It not matters so much

because beauty not remain constant, but your behavior is always same and

your heart is always true. If precious necklace is shattered thousands time, we

not left and make it again similarly for good friend if they get angry then agree

him millions of times because they are ‘anmol’ not get easily to us.

‘Friends with Benefits wow’!! this is not suitable title for friends and

friendship because friends are not designed for taking and giving benefit they

are just a part of entire life. Good friend is rather much more than anything,

whatever you learn from them or teach to them nobody can give us. As they

are always with us just need to realize and things to be understand. If we think

Friends with benefit not sounds as friendship it is better to called business and

making as profit margin. Just understand this is not a company and you are

client. I know you are my best friend that’s all.

Now you should know about another reality beyond all this, which is true

fact of life rather many of us have faced such situation and scenario that is

called cheating which really hurts your heart very much that is called lesson of

life. You learn automatically when you have faced such cases, all are very good

and wonderful friends having good relations, but the truth is bitter, when

nobody is going with you for your support. Even your own brother and sister

left you, then what can you hope from others? only your so loving father and

mother is present with you at every condition and Every time as much as they

can, that is called ‘love’ for their children they, just wants your happiness.

Where is your friend and relations? now no one is available on time for you.

They are having their own life and family busy with own work but, where are

you? think seriously, I know friends are very precious, but reality is, every

person respects you only for your ‘success’ and ‘designation’ and nothing else.

As it is reality everybody has own path in life they come and goes but it is

depending upon you, how you are going to handle all these things. Never



become so unprofessional which lead to great problem for you. Even you

don’t believe your best friend like childhood friends will not talk to you ‘BHAI

busy Hai’ and makes lots of excuses, actually he feels embarrass to talk with

you because his position (designation) and post compared to you was entirely

different now he is high profile personality. Even you also feel very bad and

sad. Why I am like this? don’t mind but ‘sach hai’, this is attitude of life better,

but you should study for best output. After some time, you himself started

hiding to meet them, due to so called society and people but remember you

are my same friend, later on my profession come and what I am? Friendship is

not by seeing your ‘designation’. What could I say you understand better. So

learn to earn, give time to your studies, your best future life partner. Just need

to analyze before taking any step, just remember friends are maximum for 4 to

6 years till we are studying. After this you not get chance to meet and talk with

your friends. So busy with their schedules and life’s. Need to understand they

will not hold your life. You are only who can make your life. I am not against

the friendship and relation, but you should know the reality of this selfish

world and their people. Hope you understand within one example, when

friend fails you feel very sad but when friend top’s feeling sadder it is human

nature. You know all things very well after that, you are doing same mistake

need to something. So much party, fun, enjoy, night out but not forget your

limitation and goal as well as career of your life. All friends will get success in

their life. But you not get success how you feel, try to see that days your goose

bumps and mind get mingled. What to do? However, no one will die

everyone’s get food and manage their life, but for a living good life and

fulfilling the dream of your family, children is your main responsibility. What

happen when your so sweet daughter asks for something and you unable to

fulfill that demand? she cries or not I don’t know, but definitely your heart will

cry. So please be prepared so that such day never comes in your life. Here

differences come between you and that (person) who is success in life. “living

the life and leading the life having huge difference” just understand because a

beggar is also living the life and businessman is leading his life. You should

aware about all. As you come in this beautiful world alone “let go alone”. Why

depend upon other to do your task? It is better just do it. Lots of promises we

have, very easy to say and much difficult to play the real role same class, same

teachers same bench, but vast difference between you and topper Why? you

know the answer very well not related to your studies only, it is about thinking

for way of life. Even topper is just like you nothing new, but they are highly

focused to goal not so much concerned about all other stuff. For them friends

are just need for their work both give and take mechanism works. But in our



case it much more than friendship. You need to analyses why they are working

with the top position in the world? but we didn’t, it is about how much time

you spent with your books. Then definitely knowledge will become your

friend, if we study so much that no one in the universe can beat us. Just need

to make balance between all. Just get job and stand with the position in the life

than enjoy the taste of life that time Nobody’s will stop you, just wait for

moment life it will give chance to charm.

I write so much about friends and friendship rather looking as own friends

but no one is real when times comes, I wrote very bitter truth, when works

comes all get busy say sorry. It is not applicable to everyone but this is the

reality of world. Even you are so caring and love to all but you feel so bad and

realize that day, when your all friend get success in job but you don’t, it not

means I have to left the friendship and starting jealous by them. You need to

meet your friend and Congrates them just need to analyze and do hard work

for your success. Definitely you should feel very happy on your friend’s

success. Friendship gives you everything that is another form of attachment

and affection with you it is human nature, if any friends get success which is

never think by us and not having believe he can also do but remember

everything is possible. If we ask why and how you get job definitely it is the

feeling of jealous. Please don’t do this, you need appreciate him very good, ask

his secret. I will also do hard work for success no one has seen the Future.

Success will surely come just not need to compare not need to jealous just

make analyses, where I am lacking take help from friend never feel shy for

these friend PE HAQ HAI ‘HAQ SE LO’, but not try to feel insecure and

jealous just do it and Crack all the exams. If your friend not get happy on your

‘achievement’ only ask for how and why that is better not to say friends left

that type of friends it is better for us.

Some of them who always thinks to destroy you and your ‘life’, always

think negative for you just want to make you addiction of bad habits, but (true

friends are those who always want your success), they (bad friends) are most

dangerous then enemy because enemy can kill once but in the face of friend,

he can kill millions time but you don’t know because you ‘believe’ in them as

friend only. It is better to find enemy in our life rather than such friends. True

story some friends (better not to say friends) are so much ‘jealous’ that they

never read books in your front so that you can also start reading by seeing

him, they used to read Ebook and pdf in mobile phones, such poor mentality.

Even you get any job they are not happy, definitely call you but not for

congratulation they ask how and what is source? How you get this job. Just

analyze them better to keep distance from them. Finding true friend is not



easy task but still someone who cares about everything like parent. They never

distract you just design for your destination. So, be careful while choosing your

friends, otherwise, it will distract your ‘destiny’ it is true in this world “no one

can see anyone to be success”, why I not understand? just need to give

competition and become equal but not ‘jealous’ to kill others. IF SOMEONE

who really call you or message you just want to share or express everything

from you, just wanted to let you know everything or nothing more than that,

so caring of all, but others (she) definitely think why he is calling or text you

again and again? Something is there but nothing like that, and giving

compliment to anyone not having other means, but today this meaning is

entire changed. VERY IMPORTANT TO KNOW, when you are sending first

message to anyone the reply come very soon later as conversation start then

reply is not coming other understand he will definitely reply me, why such

feeling of attitude, here you do the mistake why you think like that, bas dost

Hai? Otherwise apply in real life, just ignoring message or call to show your

importance, never better choice. Peoples will always respect your behavior not

your attitude, better you learn, this concept.



‘Next part of student life is study which is not liked by anyone except
few’

Study.....................

‘Million youth with Unlimited minds which lead to growth of nation

development to become powerful tool for our country’. So entire universe

respect us because strength has respect fear has no place.

Especially for our profession students were studying to getting knowledge.

Everyone wants to successful person and wanted to settle down, but matter is

that we didn’t able to make balance between study and ‘masti’ not able to

focus much more on our study, making so much plans and routine but we

have no time to follow them, seat for study various factor comes to disturb us,

many excuses such as some task is assigned by family members (very rarely),

most important, we don’t able to understand about content, what to study?,

subjects are not interesting it is difficult to understand. At last our WhatsApp,

Facebook, mobile phones and their notification which help to neglect our

study, most important our mind get diverted at other place, thinking so much

about anything, planning and lots more. Watching TV, playing mobiles games,

most common remember about girls and thinking for her. Very simple line,

zero emotion, zero energy it means if you have any feeling or emotion so clear

within that period of time only, otherwise it will create tension for you. If you

want to propose a girl than say it why you are taking the burden and destroying

your life daily? either result will be anything, at least you release your tension,

and get free from that but you should respect the discussion of her. There are

so many excuses book ‘nhi hai’, and ‘millions of reason for not study’, but if

there is only one reason to study go and found that reason and start study it

doesn’t matter, even millions of reason against to you, just one reason is

enough for you. Your main aim and priority is study but you don’t do. Except

study you do all. I am also student lots of problems you have from file to

project, but we are engineers, known for our multi skills. Just give one hour

daily and revise what the teacher thought in class? do that much only which is

enough for you. Slowly you become superb. Just be confident it can do



anything for you, do such work which makes you happy from inside, make

your esteem high. Respect to your teachers, friend, father’s, mother never tries

to hurt the heart of anyone, never cheat to anyone. Do everything with 100%

effort, never regret I have not done that work, do all what you want with

100% efficiency always try to participate in every event, it will give you

knowledge + experience + learning even earning also.
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